Programme

Friday Oct. 19th, 2012:

13.00 - Registration - Hall of Old University Library (Old BUW)

14.00 - 15.00 – LUNCH – Professors’ Club

15.00 - 15.30 - Aula in Old University Library (Old BUW)
   Inaugurating Speech by President of RCSL – Vittorio Olgiati
   Speech by Jacek Kurczewski on behalf of the Organizing Committee
   Adam Podgórecki Prize presentation

15.30 - 16.30 - HISTORICAL REMINISCENCES - Memorial Session on Origins and History of RCSL (Part I)
   (Presided by Vittorio Olgiati) Jacek Kurczewski, Jean van Houtte, Vincenzo Ferrari, Mavis Maclean, Anne Boigeol

16.30 - 16.45 - Coffee break

16.45 - 17.45 - Memorial Session (Part II)
   (Presided by Anne Boigeol) Klaus Ziegert, Adam Czarnota, Jerzy Kwasniewski, Stefka Naumova

17.45 - 18.00 - ISA VICE-PRESIDENT SPEECH
19.00 - GALA DINNER - Restaurant “U aktorów” - Ujazdowskie Avenue 45
Speech by RCSL President
Speech by ISA Vice-President
Speech by PSA President
Speech by Dean and Director of IASS

SATURDAY Oct. 20th, 2012:
Senate Room in Kazimir Palace

10.00 - 12.00 - HOMAGE TO RENATO TREVES:
Plenary Session “The Functioning of Administration of Justice in Liberal Democracy”
Grażyna Skąpska, Stanisław Tyszka, Anna Rosa Favretto, Valerio Pocar, Ferdinando Spina

12.15 – LUNCH – Professors’ Club (RCSL Board Meeting – Senate Room, Kazimir Palace)

14.30 - 16.30 - HOMAGE TO ADAM PODGORECKI:
Plenary Session “Totalitarian Law and Transitional Justice”
Susanne Karstedt, Jiri Priban, Małgorzata Fuszara, Iwona Jakubowska-Branicka, Adriana Mica

16.30 - 16.45 - Coffee break

16.45 - 18.00 - SPECIAL SESSION: “Adam Podgorecki’s Project of Empirical Sociology of Law”
Jacek Kurczewski and Mark Cooney

20.00 – DINNER & ENTERTAINMENT - Restaurant “Kosmos Kosmos” - Koszykowa Str. 55
SUNDAY Oct. 21st, 2012:

Senate Room in Kazimir Palace

9.00 - 9.45. - THE RISE OF SOCIOLOGY OF LAW (Part I): Edoardo Fittipaldi on Leon Petrazycki’s theory of law

Comments by Jan Winczorek and Krzysztof Motyka

9.45 - 10.30 - THE RISE OF SOCIOLOGY OF LAW (Part II): M. Ausilia Simonelli on the first Italian sociologist of law Carlo Nardi Greco

Comments by Anna Maria Rufino and Maria Rita Bartolomei

10.30 - 10.45 - Coffee Break

10.45 - 13.15 - SOCIOLOGY OF LAW IN PROGRESS: Open Sessions

Session I (Senate Room, Kazimir Palace):

1. Anuradha Parasar, Meenakshi Sharma – Sociology of law: the Indian context

2. Germano Schwartz, Dani Rudnick, Renata Almeida da Costa – The research in the sociology of law in Brazil: a study analyzing the inscriptions in the 2nd National Meeting of Abrasd

3. Dace Sulmane – Achievements and challenges for sociology of law in Latvia (since 1990ties)

4. Takayuki Ii – Public sociology of law in Japan?: life and works of Michitaka Kaino

5. Håkan Hydén - Development of sociology of law in the Scandinavian perspective

6. Flora Di Donato, Francesca Scamardella – Legal profession between classical and contemporary theory of trial

7. Adam Czarnota - Contemporary legal education and need for normative approach to sociology of law

8. Jan Winczorek – Why do procedures have unintended effects?

Session II (Room 15, Kazimir Palace):

1. Paola Ronfani, Roberta Bosisio – Homo-parental families: social representations and social practises of parental responsibility

2. Stefka Naumova – Legal-sociological aspects and empirical characteristics of non-discriminatory legal consciousness
3. Anna Krajewska – Anti-discrimination policy and discrimination experience in Poland

4. Pierre Guibentif - Sociology of law and the challenge of the current financial crisis

5. Aleksandra Niżyńska – Legal avoidance upon the example of tax law

6. Adriana Mica - Sociology of law or sociology of diffusion? Formality and informality in thermal rehabilitation of buildings in Cluj-Napoca

7. Paweł Kociszewski - Critical Incident Technique (CIT) in socio-legal research

8. Stefan Larsson - Digitization, metaphors and norms: Conceptual legal change in a Digital Society

13.30 - FAREWELL LUNCH – Professors’ Club